Dear Dr. Holdcroft,
Thank you for your letter and your concerns.
First, I will point out that my article did NOT contain anything that would qualify as unethical or
unacceptable speech or conduct, as described in the CSC Code of Conduct. If you disagree with
this statement, please would you clearly identify which of my words were unethical and
unacceptable and specifically why. The three contentious items that seem to have angered
some were:
(1) Preferential hiring from one group over another is something that I and many others do not
support. In hindsight, I think that I could have worded some of the issues in a clearer and more
diplomatic way, but my critics, many of whom probably never read my words in context, would
still find something to rant about. I do not oppose diversity in the workforce and did not oppose
it in the essay. I opposed preferential treatment of ANY group over another. If a group of
candidates are similarly qualified for a position, I have no problem with someone from a
(previously) disadvantaged group being offered the position. It is only when someone, who is
considerably less qualified than the other candidates, is preferred that I object. If you examine
the photo of my current group on my Brock webpage, you would immediately realise that I am
not against diversity and that I focus only on scientific excellence.
(2) The master–apprentice quotation from Michael Polanyi was duly referenced in the text and
was quoted in the context of passing skills from one generation to the next. It was unfortunate
that the essay was posted by Angewandte at the height of the outrage and protests over police
killings of George Floyd and other black individuals.
(3) My critique of fraudulent papers from China was also duly referenced from primary sources
and was in no way intended to reflect on scientists in general from that (or any other) country. I
simply discussed existing established data sources. If you disagree with this statement, would
you please clearly cite alternative respected sources of data that provide a counter for the
information in my article?
In all, almost all of my critics chose to take what I said out of context and express their opinions
without scholarly dissection of my words and rational analysis. As a result, the letter our
Provost sent to the Brock community, and also posted on Brock University’s homepage, that
weekend (without even the simple courtesy of talking to me first) defamed my person and may
well be libelous. Rather than engaging in a debate and a rebuttal of my opinions, he resorted to
censorship. It is clear that he did not write the letter based on what was in the essay but what
people were saying on Twitter. Did he even read my article? Did you?
Last, Synthesis had scheduled a special issue to celebrate my 70th birthday this year and invited
more than 40 scientists to contribute. The editor and the board have now cancelled that issue,
again showing thereby demonstrating their support for censorship.

That Angewandte, Thieme, the Canadian Society for Chemistry, the American Chemical Society,
Nature, and other entities condemned me, and my opinions, is unfortunate. That Angewandte
removed an article that had gone through diligent peer review and was accepted, then
suspended editors and investigated the referees amounts to crass censorship and persecution.
It is a truly frightening trend. In an open society, not a society that responds unquestioningly to
social media, the article would have sparked a lively debate, not censorship and persecution.
The current chill on academic freedom is not far removed from the unfortunate events of May
10, 1933, with the burning of libraries of books. That was also a time during which people were
identified on the basis of the group they belonged to.
As if all this was not enough: Doug Taber covered some chemistry I published in JACS in 2019 in
his Highlights, with a reference to my paper. He apparently received requests from several
chemists who were outraged that my published chemistry would be featured, and he removed
it from the current issue, along with my name. This is going too far. This is no longer just
censorship of my opinions; this is persecution and outright attempts at the destruction of my
career. I would hope that CSC and other chemical societies reflect on their public statements
and come to my defense rather than joining the Twitter hordes in condemnation.
I expressed my opinions, and I have nothing to apologize for. The staff of Angewandte and
Synthesis and the other detractors do need to apologize. You can read some statements made
in the defense of my right to freedom of expression in the attachments.
I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Tomas Hudlicky
PS. The CSC and NSERC responses were relatively mild compared to Angewandte and various
blogs and Brock University. You have my permission to share my letter with a wider audience. If
you wish to send it to the membership feel free to do so. It may even be helpful in my efforts to
protect my right of free expression.

